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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS

I. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS
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Metric English

[ Symbol jn Unit Abbrevia- Abbrevia-tion Unit tion

LeP, gt_ ...... j / meter .................. m foot (or mile) .......... ft (or mi)

|

Time ........ t second ................. s second (or hour) ....... see (or hr)

Force ........ F weight of I kilogram ...... kg weight of I pound ...... Ib

Power ....... P horsepower(metric) ................. horsepower ........... hp

/'kilometers per hour ...... kph miles per hour ......... mph
-Speed ....... 12" (meters per second ........ raps feet per second ........ fp_

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS

Weight _mg -- " • Kinematic viscosity
Standard acceleration of gravity= 9.80665 m/s 2 p Density (mare per unit volume)

or 32.1740 ft/sec 2 Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 k,..,-m-*-s: at
M_t,_s_= I_f_." and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb-ft-' see _

0 Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/_
Moment of ineriia=mkL (Indicate axis of 0.0765lib/cult

radius of gyrs tion/c by proper subscript.)
Coefficient of viscosity "

8. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS

Area i., ' Angle of setting of wings (relative to ihrusl
Ar_'a _f wing i, Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to l
Gap line)
Span Q Resultant moment

Chord fl Resultant anguhlr vc[ocity

Aspect r_tin, b::_ R Reynolds number, p___Wwhere I is _ linear ,I

True :lir ._pccd sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, t00

1 ._ standard pressure at 15 ° C, the eorrespo_
Dynrgni_' pressure, _p_' Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an _,

Lifl, absolute _'oofficient C_==L-_ of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the correspol
q_ Reynolds number is 6,865,000)

c, _ D a Angle of attack
Drag, ab_lute coefficient ,_o _ _ Angle of downwash

Profile
{]ragp absolute ao Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratiocoefficient

C°°ffi=q° a, Angle of attack, induced

Indue, q drag, absolute coefficient CvtzD---_ a. Angle of attack, absolute (measured from
lift position)

C ,D, Flight-path angle
Para_:,te drag, absolute coefficient _ _ 3'

6'
Cross-wind force, absolute eoetficient G#==--_

2626 °
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

REPORT NO. 721

DETERMINATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS FROM

NACA PLAIN-FLAP AND TAB DATA

Page 7, column 2, llne 17: the parameter should read:

instead of

\'-_--_/Sf, 8t f,St

Page 7, figure 4: ordinate scale should be designated "r".

Page 8, column 2, table, lines l? and 18 under "Definition"
should read:

Assumed ratio of tab chord to horizontal-

tail chord.

......... pa_e _i0, figure S: Aet value should be 4.5 instead of 4.2.
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REPORT No. 721

DETERMINATION OF CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS FROM NACA

PLAIN-FLAP AND TAB DATA

By MILTON B.AuES,JR.and R_CRXnD I.SzARs

SUMMARY

The data -from pre_ious NACA pressure-distribution
_nvestigations o,f plain flaps and tabs _oith sealed gaps

have been analyzed and are presented in this paper in a
-form readily applicable to the problems el control-surface
design. The ezperimentally determined variation of aero-

dynamic parameters ,with flap chord and tab chord are
._ven in chart form and comparisons are ma& with the
theory. With the aid o,f these chard and the theoretical

relationships for a thin airfoil, the aerodynamic character-
istics -for control surfaces o,f any plan -form with plain
flaps and tabs with sealed gaps may be determined. A

discussion of the basic eqnations of the thin-air,fo_.l
theory and the development el a number ,J additional

equations that will be helpful in tail design are presented
in the appendixes. The procedure,for appl_ng the data
is described and a sample problem o,f horizontal tail

design is included.
The data presented and the method o,f application set

-forth in this report should provide a reasonably accurate

and saris,factory means o,f comlneting the aerodynamic
characteristics of control surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

The need for an improvement in the method of pre-
dicting the aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils with
multiple hinged flaps, such as horizontal and vertical

tail surfaces, has long been realized. A number of
valuable contributionsof both an experimental and a
theoreticalnature have been made but the ultimate

objectivehas not yet been attained..With the inten-

tionof more closelyapproaching a satisfactorysolution

of the problem the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics has undertaken a control-surface

investigation.

The theoreticalexpressions for the liftand the

pitching-moment coefficientsofan airfoiland the hinge-

moment coefficientsof any number of/laps about any

hinge position on the airfoil have been derived in refer-
enct_ 1, 2, and 3.

Experiments have, however, failed to check the

theory, especially in the case of hinge-moment coeffi-
cients of small-chord flaps. It is for this reason that
the design of tail surfaces has depended largely on
experiments.

Several experimental investigations of tail surfaces
have been conducted by the NACA and some recent
data are presented in references 4, 5, and 6. In
order to supply systematic experimental data for the

aerodynamic and the structural design of control sur-
faces, a pressure-distributi0n investigation of the section
characteristics of an NACA 0009 airfoil with various

sizes of plain flaps and tabs was conducted. The re-
sults are reported in references 7, 8, and 9.

In order to make the data of references 7, 8, and 9
more readily applicable for design purposes, curves have

been prepared to give experimental parameters for a
wide range of flap and tab chords. The parameters
given in this paper may be used with the expressions
presented in references I, 2, and 3 to determine the aero-

dynamic characteristics of tail surfaces with plain flaps
and tabs with sealed gaps.

SYMBOLS

The coefficients and the symbols used in the theoreti-
cal discussion are defined as follows:

c _ N bit

m ht

where

C,_

G,
C,m

Gt
c_t
G,

N

airfoil section normal-force coefficient
airfoil normal-force coefficient

airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient
about quarter-chord point of airfoil

C,, airfoil pitching-moment eoeffiC,nt atmut
quartci,-chord point of airfoil

flap section hinge-moment coefficient
flap hinge-moment coefficient

tab section hinge-moment coefficient
tab hinge-moment coefficient
section normal force of airfoil
normal force of airfoil

m section pitching moment of airfoil abot, t
quarter-chord point

1
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.1/ pitchhlg moment <)f airfoil aho.t quarter-
elmrd point

It,s flap section hinge mome.t
H: flap hinge moment
ht tab section hinge moment

Hr tab hinge moment
ff dynamic pressure
c mean geometric chord of basic airfoil with

flap and tab neutral
<_ root mean square airfoil ,:h<_rd

c: mean geometric flap chord

_: root mean square llap chord
c, mean geometric tab chord
5, root mean square tab chord
S ah'foil area

b airfoil span
b: flap span
b, tab span

a angle of attack
ao angle of attack from zero lift for airfoil

of infinite aspect ratio with flap and tab
neutral

a. angle of attack from zero lift for finite
airfoil with flap anti tab neutral

_t: flap deflection with respect to airfoil
6f tab deflection with respect to flap

A aspect ratio

DISCI.ISBION

EQu&'rlONS

The theory of thin airfoils is (ievcloped in reference 1
and is extended to include a hingt._! plain flap in ref-
erence 2. The derivations, completed in reference 3,

give the theoretical relatior.ships for a finite airfoil
with a multiple hinged plain-flap system. The gencral
theory, in agreement with experiment, indicates a
linear variation of angle of attack, Ilap deflection,

pitching-moment coefficient and hinge-moment coef-
ficient with lift coefficient. In order to simplify the

aimlysis, several assumptions were made in dew,loping
the theory, two of the more important being that the

airfoil may be replaced by a mean camber line aml that
the fluid flow leaves the trailhlg edge of the airfoil

smoothly. The aerodynamic characteristics of an air-
foil with a plain flap are expressed in terms of theoreti-
cally determined parameters (see figs. l an(l 2), which

are used in the equations for the airfoil and the flap
coefficients. These parametem arc identified and trans-
t'.rmt,(l into the t)artial diff(,n,rttials ,ff +l_mtht,'d NA('A

coeffici[mts in appendix A. Because a convent iomd
<,ontrol surface is essentially ;tTt airfoil with a set'i_,s of

plain flaps, the_e airfoil equations nmy I)e al)pli<'d to
determine the characteristics of control sut'fiwes. Tile

equations in staudar<l NACA form are:

OCv Oa 5a. (°,,,)+.,.[(++,)+..,,(,)+..,,
_.. r.)c.. be.+ +, ++,

\ ",._.,+ /+t,41 " \vof /e.,++ \v + /e.,+/

(°++),:++(°%)(+,)s : (i (;_,
C,,/= _ _ +,,+,+:+ -_, ,,,+, ,

18C_s\ IOC_1\ IOC+:\
! ton),,,+ ' t O+.r),.,,,, tr..,M,)+,,,., (4)

Th.e subscripts indicate tilt, factors that are hehl con-
stant when the partial derivatives art; taken.

The relationships in equations (1), (2), ahd (3)

readily lend themselw-_ to the prediction of control-
surface characteristics, such _m tab and flap setting for
trim, tab operation as a balance, and the parameters
for frce-('ontrol stability. From the basic n,lations.

some of the equations for determining the control
characteristics arc developed ht appendix B. If C.v is
the normal-force coefficient of tile tail required for

equilibrium, the tab deflection to trim with zero control
force is

ii1
1 \_)c./a,. +,

\ b,_/,,.,,\8a:]..+, \be,/++.

"+,-,, (+,)+..+,(++
(oo (+:,,+,,:)
.Oli+] ...,,+ _ _,/,.,, +,

Cl+t

5a

and tile corr_,spomli.g ll.p delh.dion is

. r",+,,+,-°,++.,,.,.,,,...l
.... °"+(....+.,,, j'_a_,.,...+,L'_-b,, s,,,,+,

(5)

d;)
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If the control surface is equipped with a balancing tab, where _,=K_s+_,0, and _,o is the initial tab deflec-

tion for trim aml K is the rate of change of the tab deflection with the flap deflection, then at any angle of

attack tile flap deflection for zero hinge-moment coefficient (free-floating angle) is

f /Oc,,/_ /_)Cv\ [" ['_chs\ /i_Cv\ / ha\ [_C_r\ 7 I

J t0<.),,,,t0.),,,,, L t ),,.,t L,, t ).,,,J (
_:<c_:-0)=--_ /Och/\ [OCv\ l'ba\ ' l'_Chr\ Kr" /Oc_:\ l'_Cv'\ /'ba'X /"Oc_,\ 7f iT)

_ __ __ + -- + -- __ __ + ---"t t L t ),,.,t ,),.,,
iilit| the correspollding normal-forcc coefficient is

5Cv ¢3a" _)a

The following paranletcm, developed in appendix B, are of [)itrticuhlr importance hit' _.alculati,ins of fl'cc-

<oni, rol stability.

"aCv _ OC_ aa _a _s I
t-_-a--_)c n,,-o: ('-_-a-_)-,,,,,{ 1 <'"'

The experimental values of tile parameters in the

foregoing equations are presented in the following
section. Although some of the equations may appear
cumbersome, it is believed that the form used is most

easily applicable to the.practical desig'n of a control
surface: From theoretical considerations, however,

these relationships may be much more easily under-
stood if the various factors are combined into other

l)arameters as shown in appendix B.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Aerodynamic parameters.--Expcrimental cttrves
(figs. 1 acid 2) have been preliared h_l" ilse ill dcterniinillg
the aerodynami,; characteristics of any c[mtro[ surface
with a phdn-flap aileron, tdevator, i,r Hddcr with

sealed gaps. These curves, to be used ill c,mjunction
with the equations in the preceding section, are lih,,s

giving the variation of aerodynamic parametcl_ with
the ratio of flap chord to airfoil chord. The pava-

metel.'S, obtained f, lr the NACA 0009 airfi,il from an

anillysis of the scctiim data l)l'esentcd in references 7,

8, and 9, are chosen to be in(h'lion,lcnt of aspcvt ratio.

The theoretical curvcs dcvelolied lly (lialiel't aiid Pet'-

ring (references 2 and 3) for the thin airf, lil tire, I'elll'O-
duced ill figures 1 and 2 for (!Olnlial'ison.

From all analysis of the dittil _" rcferlqi('es 7, 8, ll.nii 9,

it was possible to defin(, all of the experimental curves

of figures 1 and 2 except in figure 2 (c) by points at
cr/c of 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.06, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.15, 0.16,

0.24, 0.30, 0.50, 0.80, and 1.00. The experimental
curves of figure 2 (c) are defined by pofllts at vahies of
c_/e of 0.30, 0.50, 0.80, and 1.00 for thc tab sizes of O.lOe_

and O.:J0cs and at u..10crlc, 0.5|1c:/c, anli l)._(ic:ic hit" tim

0.20c s tab size. The CllrVl! t'(ll" the 0.20c s tall was,
howl_vl,r, (,xtraliohttcd for vahli!S of cJ_ fl'l)ill 11.80 to

1.00. For all tim parameters o[ these two tigures it

was possible to fair the (,urves with practh'ally no

dispel,lion of points.
in ['igtlres i and 2 tile eXl)0rhmqital curves have till,

tillnP general slutpe as the. thcliri_tical cln'v(_ ilel'iVed ill

l'Cfi,l'ell(_l._t 1, 2, and 3 al(hllllg|l in most (,its(_." lh,,h"

illligllitllil#<_ are siiincwhal, h,_Is. Tile l)oorl._t ilgl'cl,-

lnent wits foulul iit ihl, i'lln'ves lif \_-)-l#." ,, lllid. , " \ (,_t l,'_,,if

iu figures 2 (,.) and 2 (c), whcr_, Ilia, Ih,,oretical sh,lws for
small_.hord flaps wl,rl, nil,oh highcr m,galivcly lhi, n

those giwqi lly i,×llerinli'lii,. Tilts discrl'lian(,y hits llccll
oliservl,d in other coniparislln.s liclwctql Ihcory and

eXl)lq'inllqit. Bi,ClillSl, I;lie thl,lirel, ical I)ilrliuli'{Cl.'S WPl-l!

di,tl,rlninl'd lln tile a._illniplion lif ll contiilllOiis flow ill li

[)crfci_t, niinvisCliltS Ihihl, all ilSSlllnpliiln (hat i_ ilol valid
ululor actual ('oilllilhlils, die lli._ligl'eciuelit inighl lic

_×pl,iqcd. The ilisl'rel)ancy bt,twclqi Ihi,ory and eXlil'ri-

nlent is ilnliiWlalit lii,CilllSl: it ll(.Clll_ wilhht lilt czlc

range in whh'h nlost COlltl'ol-sill'fai,t_ [lalis aild tabs lic.
The l)ortion of the liiiigi,-nioiniqit (.ol,[l](,icut attriliuh_d

/i)c,,,s'_
to dtc effective ,,ai,ilwr t-_/)<..,_(lig. 2 (a))is

gelilq'ally mauy times gi'eldcr thali the l)ortion i'ausell

15('_,sk
liy tim circuhttioli -- .(_.v(fig. 2t _',),,, ,, (l,)).
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A comparison between figures 2 (a) and 2 (c) indi-
cates that, for tab sizes greater than 0.10c/, the flap

lfinge-moment coefficient obtained by deflecting the
tab a given amount is greater than that obtained by
deflecting the flap the same amount. Tlfis result agrees
with other test data (reference 10) and indicates that

a full-span balancing tab, with a chord greater than
0.t0et and a 1:i ratio of tab deflection to flap deflec-

tion will produce overbalance.
.From the test results of an NACA 0009 airfoil

reported in references 7, S, and 9 it was also experi-

mentally determined that (_)+,. + =0.095 and

--(_c=___ = -0.0105.
\oq/ 5f, $,

Allowable flap and tab deflections.--Because the

relationships in equations (1), (2), (3), and (_i) are

Flop chord/o/troll chord, c,,./c

0 20 40 .60 +80 /Go

Lr' ' ' I .... a'o" '"/"j. /

./

T/

J

/, //

;'\

._ \\

-25

/
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/
/

L
i

O" I

6"

]0 I

I
/4 o

/2"

FI¢;t+I:I_ 3.--Al+l}t,t+s:|rllate nlaxhmim allnwabie fl_{+ <l,en(,<.li¢ins for {|n_mlr limit.,+ .+I
airfoiL chalmlcvc, tistics +it x'tlZiOlLm Illlg_P_ oflitUil.k, ]);Ill| h)r N "_( " r_ (NM_ :firfqd[ witil

itlflr:}te a._[_'::t rtt_ti+) and at +in elT_'tive I{eyn+d,l._ nurllb+,t t)f :{. l irl.lW_,

true only for the condition of a linear variation of the,
aerodynamic coeificients, it is necessary to determine
for various angles of attack the maximum deflection
of a flap for the linear variation of the lift. lu order
to obtain the minimum control fi)rce for a giw,n maxi-

mum lift witlt a pl,it_ flap, it is generally better to oiler-
ate the Hal) within this linear range than to use a smaller

chord flap that must operate at Ila 1) deflections bcyom{
the line, r range to We the required lift.

The approximate maximum alh)wable lisp dcllcction
for linear limits of airfoil characteristics at sew,rd

angles of attack are plotted against the ratio of flap
cl,ord to airfoil chord in figure 3. These limits of

maximum flap deflection, obtained by experiment from
the data of references 7, 8, and 9 for infinite aspect

ratio at an effective Reynolds number of 3,410,000,

are the approximate angles at which the variation of
c. with _s ceases to be linear. In most cases, however,
the limits do not indicate the flap stall because the stall
was observed to occur generally at a flap deflection

from 2° to 5 ° greater. In some cases, when the tab
was deflecte([ in the dh'ection opposite to the flap,

the change from the linear variation and also tim
stall were delayed. The broken portions of the curves

of figure 3 indicate that, because of the irregular flow
over the small-chord flaps, some uncertainty exists as
to the limits of the linear wLriation of the clmracter-

istic slopes in tl_is region.
The flap-deflection limits for any given control sur-

face of finite span arc dcpen<{ent upon the aspect ratio,

the plan form, the twist, and the scale effect. Gen-
erally, an increase in scale wouh[ tend to increase the
maximum allowable angle .of attack and the flap de-
flection. Various free-flight tests have shown, how-

ever, that for critical conditions the stalls, and hence
•the limits of the linear variation of the aerodynamic

characteristics, may not necessarily occur in flight in
the same order that the tunnel tests have indicated.

Because the limits presented in figure 3 are generally
several degrees below the, stall obtained by the experi-
ments of references 7, 8, and 9 and because most control

surfaces will be at a larger scale than the scale of these
experiments, it is reasonable to assume that the limits
are conservative.

If the scale effect is ueglcete<l, the limits may t;e

dctcrminc<l by computing the local angles of attack at
the critical section for va,'iot,s flap deflections by the
method of reference t l. These angles of attack can

then t><,plotted against the [lap deflection to tirol the
intet_e('tion witil the allowabh,-linfit curve for infinite

aspect ratio. For all i)ractieal purposes the limits for
tim Ilap d,'lh,ctioa and the angle of attack, when tlw
lift is small, may be assunwd to t)e tlw same re,' any

_L_l)e('t ratio. Tiffs assumption is j,stifiable becat,m'
the mag,fitudc of tim corrc,.tio,t li,,s within tl,e limits
of the expc,'ime,_tai 'wcuracy in determining the c,,rv<,s
for infinite aspect ratio.

Expt.,'iments(referen('cs7 t.o10) imli('at<,thnt h,h
_,fr,,,.tivt,,,t+ss (le<.r<,as(,s with au in<'re,,se i,, the llal) <ie-

lh:ctio,,.The,'e is ,'paso,,to b<.li,.ve,howeve,',llmt o,,

eonventhm,i{ li,,ite (.outro[ stii'fac<,s a satisf,,'to,'y nm..-i-
mum for t,,I) ,h,lh,ctio,, ,,xists betweeu the angh,s of

-t-15 ° am{ -t-20 ° for mo(h,t'at,' flap deflections. This
,'esultwet,hiindic.,tethat,re,"a ('o,,stanttab i.ho,',l,it

is b,,ttcr to use a large-._pan tab d,,lh,ctc, I to a small
angle tlm,,a sho,'t-sl)a,,tab <h,[lectedto a large ,,,g],.

EFFECT OF ASPECT RATIO

The sh)l)*;,,f the normal-force curve _)_v/Oct in

equ,,ti,),,(11for a fi,,iteai,'foilis depct,,h.nton aspect

ratio A a,,dmay be.cor,'ectedi,,the f,dlowing n,anncr:
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5c_

-P1+57.ar_ A (11)

where _)c,fi)a is the slope of the normal-force curve,
per degree, for infinite aspect ratio. The term p is a
correction factor for small aspect ratios, and values
obtained from unpublished data are used in figure 4.
For horizontal surfaces with end plates, such as twin
vertical surfaces, the value of p is 1. The factor r,
a correction for end-plate effect due to twin vertical
surfaces, was obtained from reference 4 and its values
are reproduced in figure 4. For horizontal surfaces
with single vertical surfaces, the value of r is 1. Be-

cause the parameters ('_r)co.,, and (_),..,fin equa-

tion (1) involve no change in circulation, they are
unaffected by aspect ratio.

/.o

= /
= /
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I

.6 T .....

.v_ . L:II IIIL _lJl

o ./ ._
[I l I_l _1 ::1

.3 ._ .5
•"7o:, ol belgie/_fend plale lq a/_-fo/lsp_,n,l_/b

[a)Variationor arameterp withA forairfoilswithoutend plates.
(b) Yarlatlon o_ p_'ameter r wlth hlb. For horizontal surfaces with end plates,

p-I. For horlzontaJ surfacesawlth single vertical surfaces, r-l. Values el r
taken from reference 4.

(oc._.
Fmual 4.--Parsmeters p and r for correction of parameter \_-a ]J

k-_ / _f),'.

1+ .A

In equation (2), if the pitching-moment coefficient
is taken about the aerodynamic center of the airfoil

201041--41_2

and designated c_ .... , the parameter |_) is equal
\ ,a /_f,$,

to zero because

) c-s=,,,.,.
.\ _a /sf,_,

--(bC...._] is equal to zero. Thewhere by definition\ _)a /_._,

same statement is substantially true when the pitching-
moment coefficients are determined about the

quarter-chord point of the airfoil because the values
of the parameter are so small that, in most cases, they

may be neglected. The other parameters in both
this equation and in equation (3) are unaffected by
the aspect ratio because they were determined for a
condition of constant circulation (C:¢ held constant).

Thus, it should be evident that the variation of equa-
tions (2) and (3) with the aspect ratio depends only

upon the corrected value of Cz¢ for the finite airfoil
as determined in equation (1).

All the parameters in equation (4) are affected by

(5C_t_ may be _r-
the aspect ratio. The slop_ \'_-a/f._,

(5C_') , but the slopes
rected in the same manner as k _a/_f,,,

of \-_t/o,_, and \ i_, }o,_ vary in a more complex

manner. It can be shown that

{5C_ /_6'_\ /_\ /5c_ A
..... + -_7_. 5_1)...,, _. _,_ ),,,,,_, _-t)o..,, _ f )o.,+,

From this relation it may be noted that the param-

eters_,_-,]¢j,___,, and will not be affected by\ O_l/ej,

changes in aspect ratio because the parameters were
determined for a condition of constant circulation.

The value of \ _a/_t,_, must, however, bc corrected

for aspect ratio as previously mentioned. Hence, the

-'(_C,,) may be corrected for
value of the parameter \ iMr/o,_,

aspect ratio by correcting only the portion of the

expression containing the parameter \-_-a/_,,_," In a

similar manner, the parameter _,--_-/o,_, must also I)_,

corrected for aspect ratio.
The rc_sults of model tests and fli,.,).t tests are gener-

ally presented in a form from which the parameters in
equation (4) may be obtained. Because the param-
eters in equation (4) arc affected by changes in

aspect ratio, the experimental parameters for hinge-
moment coefficievts presented in this report are given
in the form suitable for use in equation (3), so that they

may be used for any aspect ratio.
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Becauseall the parametersof figures1 and2 are
independentofnormalinducedvelocity,theyareinde-
pendentof planform andtwist asweUasof aspect
ratio. In general,in orderto computethecharacter-
isticsof any finite controlsurfaceit is necessaryto
computethespanwiselift distributionfor eachflight
conditionasindicatedin reference11. For the special

case of a control surface having an elliptical span-load

curve, the aerodynamic parameters can be computed
in the manner to be indicated. Such a surface will be

one of elliptical chord distribution and of constant

ratio of flap to airfoil chord. If for practical purposes
the assumption is made that for any control surface

elliptical lift distribution is approximated, the acre-
dynamic characteristics may be readily estimated by
using the ex'perimental data in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4

in the following manner:
(1) Determine the ratios of c/c and c,/c at as many

stations as may be necessary to define the
surfaces.

(2) Obtain the value for the slopes at each station

from figures 1 and 2 and plot them against
the span. In order to sum up properly

the parameters(_ ,(_7 t)kite,/st. J, c., s,' and

(._c _t) it is essential that they be based

upon a common chord. Therefore multiply

the slopes obtained from figure 2 by the
square of the ratio of the flap clmr(! at the
station in question to the root-mean-square

flap chord (ct/_l) 2 and plot the product.
(3) Integrate the curves and divide by the total

airfoil span, thus obtaining the effective

parameter for the entire control surface.
(4) For partial-span tabs it is necessary to intro-

duce an additional factor to allow for the
effect of the normal velocities induced over

the rest of the wing by the tab. Because
the value of this factor has not yet been
satisfactorily determined for a general case,

it must be neglected at present.

APPLICATION OF DATA TO HORIZONTAL TAILS

Inasmuch as the determination of tile proper hori-

zontal and vertical tail areas, where stability is the

main consideration, is beyond the scope of this report,
only the general problems involved in obtaining ade-

quate control will be considered. Tile equations and
the charts already presented readily lend themselves
to the solution of the problems.

The elevator size is usually determined by the re-

quirements of landing the airphmc because getting the
tail down in the presence of ttm ground is generally
the most critical condition. This discussion and tim

sample problem of tail design included will thereh)re
be devoted mainly to the determination of the elevator
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required for landing and to the characteristics of the tail.
Before calculations can be made, however, certain

characteristics of the airplane must be "known; namely,

the pitching-moment coefficient, the angle of down-
wash, and the dynamic pressure in the re,on of the
tail. These quantities should preferably come from
wind-tunnel tests of the model in question because

nacelle fairin_ and interference effects are critical.
The effects of the slipstream or of a windmilling pro-

peller should not be ueglected. If wind-tunnel tests
are lacking, the characteristics may be roughly computed
from other test data, such as those given in reference 12.

Because the presence of the ground affects the down-

wash and the dynamic pressure over the tail in a man-
ner that has not yet been satisfactorily determine([,
horizontal-tail designs must be based on assumptions
rather than be put on a rational basis. Until further

investigation sets forth either a method of calculating
the ground effect or a tunnel technique for measuring

it, the assumption can be made that, during a landing,
the angle of downwash at the tail is approximately zero.

In order to illustrate the method of application of the
data, an example is presented for an airplane having

the dimensions _ven in the following table.

Definition Dimension

Tail length from most forward center-olD /----20.0 ft

gravity location of airplane to quarter° ]
chord point of horizontal tail surface.

Mean aerodynamic chord of wing ........ ] e._6.8 ft
Wing area ........................... :_ ,g----236 sq ft
Tail area .............................. 8'=48 sq ft
Tail span ............................ b' = 12.Sft_7= 3.75 ftRoot mean square chord of tail ..........
Aspect ratio of tail ..................... I A'-----3.4
Height of quarter-chord point of horizontal d_,'=3.14 ft

tail above the ground (landing). ]
Height of horizontal tail above center of d'=2 ft

gravity of airplane measured normal to t
tail chord.

Angle of attack of airplane (landing) ..... a--'--14.2°
Angle of incidence of horizontal tail ..... i'----2.0°
Assumed ratio of tab chord to horizontal- c//c'=0.06

chord.
Maximum tab deflection .............. 5,',_a= 15"
Stick length ........................... s= 1.75 ft
Maximum deflection of control stick when $,= +30 °

deflecting the elevator.
Pitching-moment coefficient about cenler C.,_.¢._-0.135

of gravity of model without tail (a=
14.2°).

A,igle of downwash at tail (landing) (as- _=2.2 °
sumed to have been ,letermim.d from
wind-tunnel tests).

Ratio of average dynamic p_ssure over qT/q=().96
tail to dynamic pressure of free air
stream.

N'oT_,.--The primed values refer t,o horizoutal-tail charac-
teristics.

ELEVATOR CHORD

The proc_,ss of calculating tile elevator chor(t required
to laud the airpl.mc is as follows:

(1) Compute the effective aspect ratio At' of the tail
surface in tlw presence of the ground. From referent'e

13, when applied to a horizontal tail surface

A j
A,' =-- 02)

1--¢
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where between the limits

1 d/ i

"= (13)1.05-1-3.

For the example
d o' 3.14.... 0.491
b'/2 6.4

Therefore

1-0.66(0.491) =0.236
a---- 1.05+3.7(0.491)

and
3.4

A/=------4.51 --0.236

(2) Compute the slope of the lift curve of the hori-
zontal tail by equation (11) as already outlined. From

figure 4. p=0.933 and r----1 and, from reference 8, for
an NACA 0009 airfoil, 5c,/iha is 0.095. Therefore

{ bC_v'_' 0.933 (0.095)
57.3(0.095) ----0.064

\ _}a ]_,.s, 1+ x4.5

(3) Determine the angle of attack of tlxe horizontal
tail surface:

o_' =a+i'--E
----14.2 ° + 2.0 ° -- 2.2 °
----14.0 °

(4) Approximate the pitching-moment coemcient of
tile tail C_' by assuming a ratio of et'/e' and substi-

tuting in equation (2) using the maximum values of
8t and 8,. Obtain the value of _/,,,x from figure 3.

If, for this example, c//c' is estimated to I)e 0.35, then

from the experimental curve in figure I (a)

From figure 3, if it is assumed that a_"_--ao' at ad= 14 °,
then ' -- o_¢,,_----25.6. From equation (2) if it is esti-
mated that C_'=--0.2 and assumed that for a tab with
dimensions of 0.3 b' by 0.06 e',

5c=
(_-7)_.a, =0.3(--0.0050)

=--0.0015
Therefore

C='= (-- 0.0105) (--0.2) + (--0.0090) (--25.6)

+ (--0.0015) (15)
=0.21

(5) Estimate the chord-force ' oeflicient of the tail
(',' from the curves in reference 4. The omission of

this term will, however, have no great effect on the
results. From figure 5, reference 4

C/=0.25 (approx.)

9

(6) Calculate the normal-force coefficient of the tail
required to maintain equilibrium by the equation

• S #-# t #

C_,=l-lt_ s-wC.,.o.c.+C,c +C,d ) (14)

• 1 1 236

+ (0.21) (3.75) +2(0.25)]

n

------0.17

(7) From equation (1), compute the product

.--,.(-_')., Cv' . , /ha\ " (IS)°''

For the example cited, _ .._t is approximated

(0.3) (--0.20) =--0.06

to be

Thus, with 3/,_a_= 15°

ba'_ ., --0.17 ,
_J¢,.,, 6I = 0._ -t- 14.0-- (--0.06) (15)

=17.6 °

If accurate downwash measurements are lacking

but adequate wind-tunnel data are available, it wouhl
be a better procedure to modify steps (4) to (7) in the

following manner. Obtain by experiment tile pitching-
moment coefficient of the model, including the
tail undivided into stabilizer and elevator. Then calcu-

late the increments of chord-force and pitching-moment
coefficients of the tail about its quarter-chord point
to obtain the increment of normal-force coefficient

necessary to balance the airplane. The subscript f
with C.v', C,,', and (7,,' refers to the change caused by

the flap (elevator) deflection.

, _, )C_t'= _-,_'.., c.-t-(J ..,e +C</d"
0 :¢.0." - - --

/ ha\
Theproduct isobtained:

= ' (l(1)

From this point on, t|le procedure is the same as
before. This method has the advantage that, although

it is still necessary to calculate the angle of attack of tim
tail (and hence the downwash) to determine the maxi-

mum flap deflection, tile downwash computation does
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/ _a\ ,
not enter into the calculations for the product _-r),.., _r

and hence possible inaccuracies are minimized.

(8) Assign convenient values of $I' and compute from
/,\ba

the product of equation (15) values of ,--,.-_:)-..,,"

Obtain from figure 1 (b) the values of c//c" correspond-

ing to
\ uof/ Cq.SI

against the assigned 8r' values.
For the example cited, table I lists the computed

values of --,.(_---),..,, and the values of el�c" that corre-

spond to the assigned values of 5/when _,'= 15 °.

_f
(dq)

--l& 4

--20. 0

--25,0
--30. 0

--3,_. 0

--40.0

TABLEI

CI

0.8C0
• 647
.430
• 315
.241

--0.960

--. 708
--. 587
--.5C6
--, 441

The values given in table I are plotted in figure 5.
This curve represents the deflection of each flap size

required to produce the required normal force coefficient
C_r' at the given angle of attack. This procedure was
repeated at _,=0 °. The results are likewise plotted in

figure 5.

EfFec//ve flop cho,,-d/o//-foil chord, c./'/¢"
0 .20 .40 .60 .60 /.00

t 5 t

o/Iot_oble

S
\ //i

-30 //
-35

/I
.o I// t I

Fm u al .';.--Required flap deflections for tab neutral and deflected 15° and maximum
allowable flap deflections for various value_ ofe//d. A,', 4.2;, =.', 14.0°; ¢//¢', 0.0f,,

(9) Plot the curve of maximum allowable _I' against
values of c//c' as obtained from figure 3 for the required

angle of attack of the tail surface.

This curve is also plotted in figure 5. The inter-
section of these curves will indicate the minimum

effective flap-chord ratio c//c' and the flap deflection
necessary to obtain the required Cz¢' of the tail at the

ba

for the entire tail surface should be that corresponding

to this flap-chord ratio c//c'.
From a consideration of the max\hum free-control

stability and the lowest control forces, it _.s apparent
that this flap (elevator) of the minimum allowable size

should be the optimum size. Hence, for the example
cited, the curves of figure 5 intersect at 8/=-26 °

(approx.), c//c'=0.40. This result corresponds to an

effective (5a'_ -- -0.67 (fig. 1 (b)).
\ _,'/e,, _,

The plan form and the total area having already been
tentatively determined, the object now is to divide the
tail surface into stabilizer and elevator in such manner

to give a mean value of (_.?) corresponding toas
\ uor/e ., S,

the effective flap-chord ratio just computed. This

division must of necessity be done by a method of
successive approximations in locating the hinge axis or

in making alterations to the plan form. The procedure
for determining the effective value of any of the param-
eters has already been indicated. The proper loca-
tion of the hinge axis having been estimated, the

effective parameter (b:_ of the assumed arrang-
\oct/ Cm_ $C

merit can be found.

When the hinge line is properly estimated, the

effective ('b_:-."_ thus obtained shouhl be the same as
\(Jot/, _v 'f

the value previously calculated. If it is smaller, the
flap size will not satisfy the desi_a requirements; if it

is larger, the stick force may be greater, as can be seen
from the stick-force curve for a rectangular tail in
figure 6. Likewise, the free-control stability will be
decreased.

For the example cited: with the plan form of the tail
assumed to be that indicated in figure 7, the hinge line
has been located on the second approximation. A

constant flap chord up to the tip section has been chosen
because it can be shown that, ir general, such a flap
will have lower stick forccc than one having a highIy

tapered plan form. The distribution of the airfoil
chord along the span is elliptical for the tail umler con-
sideration.

The hinge axis having been located, the effective

paramctcm for the hinge-moment and the pitching-
moment coefficients may be determined in the manner
already outlined. For the problem under considera-
tion, this process has been carried out in detail and the
following values for the parameters have been obtained:
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=-000%
bS:/.,+,

--_,/_i, +,= -- 0.093

(_*:)c., s = -- 0.0032 (al'prox., bY interI)olati0n)

=,cb6,/,._: --0.06 (approx.)
STICK FORCE

(1) To compute the stick force, the llinge-moment

parameters C.v', _/, and _,' being known, solve for Ch/
by using equation (3). For tlw example eit,:d:

C_.'= --0. t7
<it'= 15°

_/= -- 26 °
Therefore

Ch: = (-- 0.093) (-- 0.1 _) w (-- 0.00 _6) (-- 26)
+ (--O.OO32) 05)

--0.165

(2) The stick force is

F C,.'(_:')2b'_'6r'
'= " s(6,) (17)

For the example cited, _/= 1.48 feet.
When the airplane is landed at 70 miles per hour, the

dynamic pressure at the tail is

_' = q_

0.002378
-- T (70X 1.47)_(0.0ti)

= 12.1 polmds per square foot

and F+= (0.165) 11.48)_(12.8) (12.1) (--21i)
• (1.75) (30)

--27.7 pounds

In order to visualize more clearly the (_iTect of flal)
chord on the stick force, calctdations wcrc madt_ for a

rectangular tail having flaps of wu'ious ratios of c//c'
for the conditions of tab neutnd and ddlectcd 15°.

The results arc plotted in figm'e 4i. [,i each case+ the
(_,' re(ltlircd was --0.17 and the maxinlum albwable

flap deitcction for the partictllar c//c' valm, w.s _lm,d.
It shouhl also he pointed out that the stick hmgth and
the maximum stick dt,flcctbn wcrc hchl constant,

which resulted i_f an incream,1 mechanical mlvat_t_lge

6r'/6,for lm'gc-chord flaps. The ct,rves indicat(, that,a
given size tab is much mort,+ dh'ctivc in redttcing stir:
forces of lalgc-chord [lal m than small-chord Ihtl)S. TI,is
resui; is an expected role I>cca,se figt,'c 2 (c) in<li(':ues

the same result when hinge moments rather than hing(,-
momLmt coefficients_u'e consid_,z't,d. Th('+ cmnlmtalio_s
also show that the highest stick forces occur in tht_ range

of c//c" most commonly used in present-day practice:
from 0.40 to 0.60.

TAB ANO FLAP I)EFI, Et'TIONS TO TRIM

It is considered desirable to i.sta]l a trimmiT_g tab

effective enough to trim tim airplane when an ai)l)roach

for landing is being made. If, for this condition, the
angle of attack for the tail and the normal-force coeffi-
cient required of the tail are known, the tab setting to

trim with zero stick force may be computed from equa-
tion (5). For the airplane used in the example to glide

£ffec/,'ve flop chord/G,rfo// chord, c//c'

0 20 .zO .60 .80 /.00

+ I i ! ' _ i
'o__- ...........---I + !

L| i t [ :,+++. !

_,o

...........=_v ---+...... -.... _-__--
; ! I _ i

i , ,

+....... I.... ;+_+__t__
lq<;t'r_ ++;.--g4_ tlilL_[ slick force for tab neutral and deflected I,_ c for landil_g with

rectangular ta Is for variol_ values at c{]d. .I.', 45: ao', 14,tP; c//c', 0.08.

vl-, ;-
_-28.8 +_23.0"_ /4,

FlliURg 7. Tail sufftH¢ s+ith ellil,tI¢'al airft>il-chlwd distribution and cumslaut-cho/d

plain flap and Lab.

in equilibrimn at 110 miles per hour it is cmnptttcd
that

m,' -- -- 12 °

(.v =--o.14

('alculatc the slope ,,f the lift curve i,i h'ee air hy cqmt-
im_ (11):

,,.,,,,.+x:,.+. ,,,
Therefore from c<tm_tio,t (5)

_0.14V - t + -0.0:):+"]+ - 1.2_ (0.4154) (-- 0.ti7) __J
_,'<c+:m ....... (-- O.I)_;) (-- <).1)0:_2)

(-0.+_7) (-+1.007+;)
-11.4_
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The corresponding flap deflection required to maintain equilibrium may be computed from equation (6).

Thus for the example cited

-_ F(-o._4) 7
_/,%-o, = _I_ - (- 1.2)+ (-o.06) (_1.4)j =-3.1 °

When the tab 6 used as a balancblg tab, the free-floating angle of the flap may be computed from equation

(7). For the example cited

_/=K_/+_,o', when _,_'----1 ° and N=--0.5

Thus, when as'=- 1.2 °,

(--0.093) (0.054) (-- 1.2) + [-- (--0.093) (0.054) (--0.06) + (--0.O03211 (1!
*/_e_p °_= -- (--0.093) (0.054) (--0.67) + (--0.0076) + (--0.5)[-- (-- 0.093) (0.054) (--0.06) + (--0.0032)]

_0,27 O

The corresponding normal-force coefficient of the tail is determined by equation (8). Thus for _hc example
under consideration

C_',ch/.o) =0.054 { (-- 1.2) -- (--0.67) (0.27) -- (--0.06)[1 + (--0.5) (0.27)]} =- --0.05

The rate of change of free-floating angle with angle of attack may be calculated from equation (9). Thus

,_ = (-o.09_)(0.054)
i)a/C,r, -- (--0.093) (0.054)(--0.67) + (--0.0076) + (--0.5)[-- (--0.093)(0.054) (--0.06) + (--0.0032)]------0"546

Similarly the slope of the lift curve for the tail with controls free is found from c_luation (10).

(-_a_)c,r = (0.054){ I--[(--0.67)+ (--0.5)(--0.06)](--0.546)} =0.035

APPLICATION OF DATA TO VERTICAL TAILS AND AILERONS

This entire procedure may be used equally well to calculate rudder size, with the obvious moditicatiou of

substituting yawing-moment coefficients for pitching-moment coefficients anti sidewash for downwash in
calculating the normal-force coefficient required.

The section parameters presented in this report may also be used to compute aileron characteristics by means
of the method outlined in reference 14.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL _ERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTIC,_,

LANGL_,Y FXV.LD, VA., December 30, IM_O.



APPENDIX A

EQUATIONS OF THE THIN.AIRFOIL THEORY

IDENTIFICATION OF PARAMETER8

The conversion of the equations for the aerodynamic
characteristics of a finite airfoil based on the thin-

airfoil theory (references 1, 2, and 3) from the old

British system of .aerodynamic coeiiicieuts to the stand-

ard NACA form and the use of symbols for the param-

eters, or slopes, in these equations has led to some mis-

understanding as to the identity of these parameters.

The purpose of this analysis is to clarify the identity of

the parameters and to distinguish between the ones

that are sometimes confused because of a similarity in

form. In addition, a summary of the relations is given

whereby otber useful parameters not presented in fig-

ures 1 and 2 may be computed from these data.

If

C,, =/, (,_,_I,_,)
it follows that

('"v==_ _-I" _t _°tT _)_t t

which is identical to

ac._ bC_ - bc.v
d C._r----"_"_a d a "t" _ T7 d_ t q"-_-/ d_ ,

_-_ _ /

Likewise if

it follows that

and if

Then

C..=/.. (CN,_,,_,)

d _ _C_t _Cht bC_t
'J,,= b-_.dC.,.+ --_t d_/+-_ d_,

or, if it is considered that

bC_t bC+_ 5C_t .

Because, according to the thin-airhfil theory, a linear

relationship exists among the variables C_, C_/, (-',., a, $_,

and $,, the total differential in the foregoing equations

may be replaced by the variable. Because no change

in circulation is involved, (_-_._--- is identical with
\ oot/ Ctt,Jt

5_),.,t; etc. The subscripts indicate the variables

held constant when the partial differential is taken.

The equations now become

\ tav,t /$t,_t \ _xt f /e.,,_ \tarot /c.At

eta t ova t _caf

_t=/--_--/ a.+/--_-r-. / $_+1 .-':_z_ _, (4)

These equations are of the same form as those pre-

sented in references 2, 3, and 5. By comparison it is

possible to define the various constants of the equations

in these references in terms of the variables involved.

The following table of corresponding symbols has becn

prepared for future reference. The parameters from

references 2 and 3 are, for obvious reasons, expressed

in tcrms of the old British system of coefficients; the

angles were measured in radians; the pitching moment

was measured about the airfoil nose.

Paralnctcr

bCs
i)a ]_,_

(oc_

be.,

_ be._
\ _t/c,,,_

i)c.,

be_ ]_f,_,

NACA [
system !
of coef-
ficients

Refer-
ence 5

-- H

Old British system of eve/fie;eats

Reference 2 Reference 3

f£1

_ a_
¢l I

I
4

--m

-bt

-- X, or -- Xt

-- h. or -- X$

1
-T

-- m, or -- mt

-- e_o or -- _

-- b,, or -- bt,_

--b,, or --b_,_

13
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SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIPS

The slopes summarized iu the following equations
are useful for design purposes and may be computed
with the aid of the charts of figures 1 and 2.

9a"(gcv _:gcv \ _: J.. _, \ 9a }5,,

9a 1_, ,, \ be./5,. _,\ aa/,,, _,



APPENDIX B

DEVELOPMENT OF FORMULAS FOR TRIM, BALANCE, AND FREE-CONTROL CONDITIONS

For an airfoil with a flap and a trimming tab, the formula for the tab deflection required to trim, where for

trim Ch I is 0, was developed in the following manner.

From tile thin-airfoil theory (see appen(ILx A)

C.v / SCv\ 5a ba 8

c,,= _v+(._7)., _,_/--=J _, (::),1, \ Oft J¢., afaf, $1

S.lve for 3/in equation (1):

_,=_L k _- ),,,,, k _- J,,.,,t ,]<..,,J

Because Chs----0 to trim, equation (3) may be equated to 0. Solve for _tw%-01 and obtain

5e_t _'_t

_,,_,,.o,=- (_,,) (._,,
\ _)_I/¢.,L,

[f ('.N for the condition when C,¢_0 is substituted for Cs in equation (la), _¢ will become _¢,¢.h .0). Now equa-

tions (la) and (3a) m_y be equated ant! "he res_.itant expression may be solved fi)t" St to trim _¢<c%-01.

(._"4 7,, ,J ,,
5,<%.o,= L \_-_/,, .... ,. .,(__") (_,_,) (_)

\¢'_I 1¢.,8,

In this form, the tab detleetion to trim may be determined by direct substitution of tim wdm,s for the

parameters as given in the data for this report.

The flap deflection with tiw tab s_,t to trim may be dctermim,d from equation (Is), which, when eonlbim,d

and rewritten, becomes

"(<"°):(d_ /_-°'+(_')*'."_'(°"_) (0)
ki_j/e..L,I..k _)a iv,L,

The equations for an airfoil lind a flap with a hahmcing tab were derived as h)llows:

For a balancing tab, St isJOD, so that _,-----K_Iz+_, where K is a constant for a linear variatiou of _ with

_z, and Se is the initial tab setting. Therefore equations (I) aml (3) become

_C_A _ _ (Ka_+a,.)]
.J

and

(_,:(_.,_,_, C.vt /_e,," I [_e,,,'_t-*,-),2' _t-_;),.,,(r<,,_,,,,,_
\ _l/Lt,,fl ,, .,

Wil,h controls fl've, Cht=O Itlid t,qllill,illlt (;i) lll!ellnil,,_

t, _', I_,,_,

Revise equation (1) by changing ('_ to (?'_¢w_f-") and slibstitute _sie, s.,_ h)r _t; IlSe, this exprl,,_sion for ('.v(e_t.,,)

in the foregoing relation, and the tlal)angD for control-free comlition b_,conms
15
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--- -- as+ - -- -- _, + "_, a,oI ......t_.),,,,,t _°),,,, L t_.)',',t ...... _°),,,,t_ ,)_ ,, t ,)_ J I
51,.e,,._ -_ /ac,;_ 15C_\ Ib-\ /b%\ _.J- 15%\ /bC_\ lba\ 15%\ 11 (7)

. _ __ __ __ +-- + .... + --
[ t_g,)l,.ht()a);t.,._'r)e..,, t_l)¢..l, KLt_.),,,,,t_.J,,,,t_,)°.,,t_,)_.,,_

The equationfor the normal-forcecoefficientwith freecontrolsis obtained by substitutingthe free-
floating flap deflection from equation (7) into equation (1). Thus

C_ bC_ _a a, b-

By the actual substitution of the right-hand member of equation (7), this eq.ation may be written as

ba _)a _)a

k_.),,.,,t_),,.,.=.+L-t-a.),,.,,t_),,.,,t_,)<..,,+t_,),..,,2'0
ia%'_ i_C_,\ ib,,\ 1_%\ +..I- IS%\ /bC,_\ 1_,_\ Is%\ (Sa)-t,-_.),,.,,t._),,.,,t._,),.,,+t_,,),..,.%-t._),,.,,t,_),,.,,t_),.,,+t_),..,,

By the differentiation of equation (7) with respect to a, _f,obeing a constant, the stabilizing factor becomes

(_q P%
=_ \ _,/a,._,\ _a/I,.I,

If equation (8) is differentiated with respe(,t to a, the slope of the normal-force ('o(,ffieient em'vc I)(,com(-_

_C_ i_C_ ba ba _I
(-_a"a)c'jli..-o = (_)s,.ll,{ 1 --[( _),.,tl, + K(_)e.,,,_ _)caj.-e} (1 O)

or by differentiation of equation (8a)

,<()

, ,_.,,,,,.__-/,,.,,_,/°..,.+i_),..,,+__-t_),,.,,_,,,.,, +t_,)o..,,
By the use of the slope relations summarized at the

end of appendix A, it can easily be shown that equa-
tions (5), (6), (7), and (9) may be considerably sim-
plified. When this simplification has been made,
these equatons read as follows:

0"(%- 9 C_(%-o) +.

_k _,]..,, k_-7#_.,,,, \_,)o..,. (,_a)
-- _t _

c,,(%.0) ,_, +tf,(%.,,)

/aC,A /bC, A
, _ _,_''-'_,,.,,°.+,-a...,2',
_'(",,'9 -- 75_',,\ _L/'_C_,'_ (7,0

t,-_-;):.,,+'lt-a:):.,,

-_J/"_' (Oa)
(--_at)e,t-.=--[bO.t \ [_)C_,\

(--_--7). , + hl ___ i

,,_c,,, _,_ Its-,)...,,+ :t_)_..,,/,,o_,
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Axis

Designation

Longitudinal ....
Lateral ..........
Normal ..........

# I

I

Z

Positive directions of axesand ansies (forces and momenta) _ shown by _rrows

Moment about axis Angie Veioclties
I

Force I
I(para]lei [

S_- to axis)

X
Y
z

Absolute coe_cients of moment

C,-.q-_ .= M

(roiliag) (pitcKing)

Designation

X [ Polling .....

Y I Pttuhing ....
Z Ya_nf ....

8_- Politivedirection

r. Y---'-_Z
M g-----*X
N X--', l"

Designs,. Symo
tioa be{

Roll ..... _,
Pitch .... $
Yaw .....

(tempo- Ang_xl
nent along

axis)

u p
q

W r

Angle of set of control surface (relative
position),5. (Indicatesurfaceby proper ._

D, Diameter
p, Geometric pitch
p/D, Pitch ratio

. V', Inflow velocity
V. Slipstream velocity

T, Thrust, absolutecoemcient Cr--.---_iz

Q, Torque, absolute coefRcient Co--_---_

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS

C- P
P, Power, absolute coei_cient e--_

C,, Speed-power coefficient _- _/p-_

._, F_ciency
n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s.

• , Effective helL, angle _ tan"(_)

1 hp.==76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb./se¢.

I metric horsepower=l.0132 hp.

I m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s.

! m.p.s.==2.2369m.p.h.

& NUMERICAL RELATIONS

I 1b.--0.4536 kg.
t kg_-2.2046 lb.
I mi.m 1,609.35 m_5,280 ft.
I m=,3.2808 ft.

O
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